Song in *La Fée Urgèle*
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[Attrib. Phillidor]
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jour, a vec l'a mour tout e la vi e tout e la
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vi e pass e comme un jour pass e comm e un
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jour, pass e comm e un jour. Sur l'e-

Song in La Fee Urgele
Song in La Fee Urgelé
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pin-e, sur l'ê pin-e fleur-ie tous les ois eaux_ D'al-en-tour dans leur
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dou-ce me-lo-die_
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tent tour a tour tour a tour tour a tour Si je
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Transcribed by G. Dooley from song in Jane Austen's hand in Jane Austen House Museum manuscript (JAHM 7:14). According to Gammie and McCulloch the opera 'La Fee Urgele' was not by Phillidor by by Egidio Romualdo Duni.
Some French words unclear, e.g. bar 22 - 'D'Alentour'?
Segnos left in place as in MS, but likely repeats added.